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“It is essential to recognize that Iran does not currently have a nuclear weapons program,
nor does it  possess a nuclear weapon. On February 26, James Clapper, the director of
national intelligence, told the Senate Armed Services Committee that Ayatollah Khomenei,
the supreme leader of Iran, ended his country’s nuclear weapons program in 2003 and “as
far as we know, he’s not made the decision to go for a nuclear weapon.” This repeats the
“high-confidence” judgement of the U.S. Intelligence Community (IC) that was first made in
November 2007.”

-Micah Zenko, Putting Iran’s Nuclear Program in Context, Council on Foreign Relations

It always helps to start with the truth, and in Iran’s case, the truth is quite simple. Iran has
no nuclear  weapons,  it  has no nuclear  weapons program, and it’s  never  been caught
diverting nuclear fuel for other purposes. Iran has pursued nuclear technology for peaceful
purposes alone.

These are the facts. They may not jibe with the lies propagated in the western media, but
they are the facts all  the same. Iran is  not guilty of  anything.  It’s  merely a victim of
Washington’s power-crazy attempt to control vital resources in the Middle East and enhance
Israel’s regional hegemony. That’s what’s really going on. It’s all geopolitics. It has nothing
to do with nukes.

Media coverage of the so called nuclear negotiations in Laussanne and now in Vienna has
focused maniacally  on  the  number  of  centrifuges,  IAEA monitoring  programs,  uranium
enrichment capability, and myriad other arcane topics that are meant to divert attention
from the fact that Iran has no nuclear weapons program and no interest in developing one.
By poring over the details of these issues in excruciating detail, the reader is left feeling that
Iran must be hiding something and therefore must pose a real threat to US national security.
But of course that’s precisely what the authors of these articles hope to achieve, they want
to  pull  the  wool  over  the  public’s  eyes  and  get  people  to  believe  something  that  is
transparently false.. The fact is, Iran is not doing anything underhanded or illegal. They are
merely demanding that their right to enrich uranium for peaceful purposes under the terms
of the NPT be respected. Iran will not allow itself to be bullied by the US or treated like a
second class citizen. Iran has behaved honorably from the beginning, which is a helluva a lot
more than can be said of the US.

The media doesn’t want to discuss the “additional protocols” that Iran accepted in order to
build confidence among members on the United Nations, because then people would realize
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that Iran has gone the extra mile many times in the past only to be slapped with more
spurious  accusations  of  noncompliance  or  foul  play.  But  where’s  the  evidence  of
noncompliance or foul play? There isn’t any. It’s all just fear-mongering speculation and
vitriolic BS spewed by the dissembling media. There’s not a word of truth to any of it.

The media’s latest scam centers on the term “breakout time”, which refers to the amount of
time it would take for Iran to build a nuclear weapon if it was so inclined, which it isn’t.

“Breakout time” is the new propaganda buzzword reiterated thousands of times in the
media suggesting that Tehran is just hours away from building an atomic weapon that it will
immediately use to annihilate Israel. It’s a ridiculous fairy tale that assumes that–since the
US is a rouge-homicidal state that goes around bombing the bejesus out of anything that
moves–that other states are bound to behave the same if given half a chance. This is wrong
on many levels. First of all, Iran doesn’t want nukes and, secondly, leaders in other countries
are not power-mad megalomaniacs whose only joy in life is reducing broad swathes of the
planet to smoldering rubble. That behavior is particular to US leaders alone. Others don’t
suffer from the same sociopathic disorder.

The nuclear issue has nothing to do Iran’s fictitious nuclear weapons program. That’s just a
smokescreen. The real problem is that Iran is a sovereign country with an independent
foreign policy. Washington doesn’t like independent nations. Washington likes nations that
shut up and do what they’re told. Nations that refuse to take orders are Washington’s
enemies,  they’re placed on a hit  list.  And that’s  where the sanctions come into play.
Sanctions are the way that  Washington weakens its  enemies before bombing them to
kingdom come. They’re the stick the US uses to beat its rivals into submission.

If you’ve been following the news lately, you know that something very strange is going on.
The  US  has  done  an  about-face  and  changed its  policy  towards  Iran.  It’s  a  shocking
development. The US has maintained the same savage policy towards Cuba for 60 years
without changing a thing.  Whether the policy works or  not,  has never mattered;  what
matters  is  inflicting  maximum  pain  on  the  people  Washington’s  doesn’t  like.  So  why  the
sudden change with Iran? Why is Obama trying to reach an agreement with a country that
US elites openly despise?

And, keep in mind, that what Obama’s doing is extremely unpopular with many powerful
groups;  the  congress,  the  media,  Israel  and  even  high  ranking  officials  in  his  own  State
Department. Could it be that the powerbrokers who pull Obama’s strings and tell him what
to do have suddenly seen the light and want to open a new era of reconciliation and
friendship with Iran?

Of course not. No one believes that. The only reason Obama would strike a deal with Iran is
because the US wants something in return. And the US does want something in return. The
US  wants  a  substitute  for  Russian  gas  flowing  to  the  Europe  so  it  can  destroy  Russia
economically and implement its strategic plan to spread US power across Asia so US mega-
corporations can maintain their dominant position in the global economy. Obama is playing
nice with Iran so he can pivot to Asia as easily as possible.

So how plausible is it for Iran to replace Russian gas in the lucrative EU market?

Check out this clip from an article written in 2014 that anticipated the very scenario we see
developing today, that is, the US trying to prevent an integrated EU-Russian free trade zone
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that would dwarf the US GDP and leave the exceptional nation to face years of precipitous
decline. The article is titled “EU turns to Iran as alternative to Russian gas”:

The European Union is  quietly increasing the urgency of  a plan to import
natural gas from Iran, as relations with Tehran thaw, while those with top gas
supplier Russia grow colder…

“Iran is far towards the top of our priorities for mid-term measures that will
help reduce our reliance on Russian gas supplies,” the source said. “Iran’s gas
could  come  to  Europe  quite  easily  and  politically  there  is  a  clear
rapprochement  between  Tehran  and  the  West.”….

While sanctioned itself, Iran has the world’s second largest gas reserves after
Russia and is a potential alternative given talks between Tehran and the West
to reach a deal over the Islamic Republic’s disputed nuclear programme.

“High potential for gas production, domestic energy sector reforms that are
underway, and ongoing normalization of its relationship with the West make
Iran a credible alternative to Russia,” said a paper prepared for the European
parliament…

“Given Russia’s current strategy politically, which is one of confrontation with
Europe, I  see the EU having little choice but to find alternative gas supplies,”
he added…

“Iran’s interest to deliver gas to Europe is very big. Parts of Iran’s economical
and political elite as well as Western companies are preparing for an end of the
sanctions,” said Frank Umbach, energy research director at King’s College in
London…

Iran has long lobbied to build a designated pipeline that would connect its huge
South Pars gas field with European customers – the so-called Persian Pipeline.

“It’s an extremely ambitious project,” Handjani said. “Even if half of it gets
built it would be major accomplishment for both Europe and Iran.”…

Independent feasibility studies show that if sanctions were to be eased and
investments started soon, Iran could supply 10-20 billion cubic metres (bcm) of
gas a year to Turkey and Europe by the early 2020s.
(EU turns to Iran as alternative to Russian gas, euractiv.com)

This  is  why  Obama  wants  to  ease  sanctions;  it’s  because  he  needs  to  find  an  alternate
source of gas for Europe while he prosecutes his war on Russia.  Defeating Russia has
become Washington’s top strategic priority. The United States is willing to risk everything
–even nuclear war– to maintain its stranglehold on global power and to extend its hegemony
into the next century.

Mike Whitney lives in Washington state. He is a contributor to Hopeless: Barack Obama and
the Politics of Illusion (AK Press). Hopeless is also available in a Kindle edition. He can be
reached at fergiewhitney@msn.com.
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